Prestwick Chemical, created 1999 as a spin-off from the University of Strasbourg has a worldwide recognition for providing smart screening libraries, whereof the Prestwick Chemical Library®, made of drugs out of patent is the flagship. Numerous publications mention this Library. Examples of repositioned drugs into various new applications will be presented [1, 2, 3]. Other libraries, including a recent Fragment collection, are reported for their high interest in various research fields in academic labs & institutions and industry worldwide.

Once screening is performed, Prestwick is considering hit analysis, classification into chemical families and analog search. First steps of SAR are therefore tackled. Prestwick has as well an impressive track record of compounds designed and prepared in-house which reached clinical phase. Currently, 10 molecules are developed in the clinic (phase I to phase III), coming out of our lead optimization work. One is on the market in oncology.

A collaborative project between Prestwick & biotech & academic lab will be presented, which led to a CNS compound currently in clinical phase II.
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